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Stephen J. Hoch,XavierDreze,& MaryE. Purk

EDLP,

Hi-Lo,

and

Margin

Arithmetic

The authors examine the viability of an "everyday low price" (EDLP) strategy in the supermarket grocery industry.
In two series of field experiments in 26 product categories conducted in an 86-store grocery chain, they find that a
10% EDLP category price decrease led to a 3% sales volume increase, whereas a 10% Hi-Lo price increase led
to a 3% sales decrease. Because consumer demand did not respond much to changes in everyday price, they
found large differences in profitability.An EDLP policy reduced profits by 18%, and Hi-Lo pricing increased profits
by 15%. In a third study, the authors increase the frequency of shallow price deals in the context of higher everyday prices and find a 3% increase in unit volume and a 4% increase in profit. Finally, they draw a conceptual distinction between "value pricing"at the back door and EDLP pricing at the front door.

etail formats come and go with changes in consumer
tastes, lifestyles, and trends in demography and the
economy. Recently it is the "everydaylow price" (EDLP)
format that has experienced rapid growth and media popularity.The prototypicaldescriptionof an EDLP pricing policy is as follows: The retailercharges a constant, lower everyday price with no temporaryprice discounts. These constanteveryday prices at the EDLP outlet eliminate week-toweek price uncertaintyand representa contrastto the "HiLo" pricing of promotion-orientedcompetitors.The Hi-Lo
retailercharges higher prices on an everydaybasis but then
runs frequent promotions in which prices are temporarily
lowered below the EDLP level.1 Discounters like Wal-Mart
have led the EDLP wave and successfully encroachedon the
turf of supermarketsand departmentand drug stores by advertising that their everyday prices are "always the lowest"
to be found. Warehouseclub operationslike Sam's, Costco,
and others also have grown rapidly by pursuinglimited assortment and limited service EDLP price strategies while
using well-known brandnames as a draw.Nonretail industries have adopted versions of EDLP, notably the airlines
(Southwest) and automobile manufacturers(Saturn).
Some grocery supermarketretailers also have implemented various forms of the EDLP concept including Food
Lion, Winn-Dixie, Cub Foods, and Omni, among others.
There are big differences in EDLP penetrationacross geographicalmarkets,EDLP being more prevalentin Southern
areas (Birmingham,AL, 78%; New Orleans,61%) and less
lAs we show subsequently,this prototype is not representativeof how
most food retailersactually practiceEDLP.
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popular in Northeasternareas (Upstate New York, <5%;
Boston, 16%) (Partch 1992). Moreover,some supermarket
retailershave adoptedEDLP on a more limited level, what
sometimes has been labeled category-level EDLP. Here,
they institute EDLP on a focal category like soft drinksor
diapersin an attemptto build traffic and stave off competition from alternativeretail formats.
Various rationales for adopting EDLP have been advanced. First, it has been arguedthatheavy price promotion
has eroded consumerconfidence in the credibilityof everyday shelf prices (Ortmeyer,Quelch, and Salmon 1991). With
an EDLP approach,it may be possible to restoreprice credibility. Because EDLP is simple and consistent, it may be
easier to communicate to consumers and therefore to increase the chances of establishinga low price image through
advertising. It also reduces managerialcosts because it is
easy to implementby simply matchingor beating the most
aggressive local competition.This assumes, of course, that
the retailerhas an appropriatecost structurein place.
Second, EDLP often is assumed to lower operating
costs. These lower costs can be achieved in three primary
ways: (1) reduced service and assortment,(2) reduced inventory and warehouse handling costs due to steady and
more predictabledemand,and (3) lower in-storelaborcosts
because of less frequent changeovers in special displays.
Warehouseoperatorsgain additionalcost savings due to less
expensive locations and nonunionizedlabor.Lattinand Ortmeyer (1991) argue that EDLP also can reduce advertising
expenses; for example,Wal-Martfeatureadvertisesin newspaperson a monthly basis, whereas many of their competitors do promotionaladvertising52 weeks a year.
In spite of these apparentadvantages,most retailershave
not adoptedEDLP.According to a recent survey of the top
50 U.S. retail markets, 26% of supermarketretailers are
pursingsome form of EDLP (Partch1992). This means that
the remaining74% are Hi-Lo promotion-orientedoperators.
The question is why. The dominanttheory is that retailers
can price discriminatebetween consumersthatvary in price
sensitivity, one of the most basic and long-standingprinciples in economics (Pigou 1920). Hi-Lo pricing allows the
retailer to discriminatebetween informed and uninformed
consumers (Varian 1980). When heavy users of a product
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category also have higher inventory holding costs, retailers
can use temporary price cuts to effectively charge them
higher average prices (Blattberg, Eppen, and Lieberman
1981; Jeulandand Narasimhan1985). With a Hi-Lo policy,
retailers can attract price-sensitive switchers with promotions to build store traffic while store-loyal consumers buy
merchandise both on deal and at higher everyday prices
(Narasimhan 1988). Temporary price discounts also can
lead to category expansion when consumption rates are
more flexible (e.g., ready-to-eat cereal as compared with
bath tissue). Many Hi-Lo retailers also believe that aggressive temporaryprice reductions help to sustain a low-price
value image.
In this article we examine the viability of an EDLP pricing strategyin the supermarketgrocery industry.The article
addresses four questions:
1. Whatis EDLP in practice? A comprehensivestudy (In-

formationResources,Inc. 1993)hasfoundthatalthough
EDLP stores maintainlower prices on an everyday
basis, they sell aboutthe same amountof producton
dealas Hi-Looperators.Thissuggeststhatthe nonpromotionprototypedescribedpreviouslyis not representativeof how EDLPactuallyis executedin the field.
Self-avowedEDLP chainsdo engage in promotional
pricing,andin factsomeengagein as muchpromotional activityas the Hi-Lochains.

2. How well does EDLP work? We report the results of

twocomprehensive
fieldexperiments
in whicheveryday
on over7500itemsin
priceswerevariedsystematically
26 categories.We did not test the idealizednonpromotionEDLPprototypedescribedat theoutsetbutinstead
attemptedto createtest conditionsthat more closely
matchedactualpractice.Wefoundthat10%across-theboardprice cuts do not drive volume sufficientlyto
overcomedecreasesin profitmargins.In fact, gross
profitswereover35%greaterwhenemployinga Hi-Lo
versusan EDLPstrategy.

3. Whatdoes it take to make EDLP work?We offer a sim-

forcalculatingthemagnitude
of thevolple framework
ume increasesthat EDLP would have to produceto
breakeven profitwise.We also considerthe profitimplicationsof decreasesin operatingcoststhatmightaccompanya moveto EDLP.Thismakesit easierto evaluatethe likelihoodthatEDLPwouldpayout in an imin whichcompetitiveconditionsandhisplementation
torical precedentmight differ from the marketwe
studied.
4. Whenand how should EDLP be employed?We consid-

er how the size of a retailer'sinstalledbase of consumerscanaffecttheviabilityof EDLP.Wealsodistinguishbetweena "valuepricing"strategyat the wholesale level (i.e., the "backdoor"of the store)andEDLP
pricingat the retailer's"frontdoor"(whereconsumers
actuallyshop).

What Is EDLPin Practice?
In March 1993, InformationResources, Inc. (IRI) completed a study of EDLP pricing in supermarketsutilizing their
nationwide InfoScan syndicated database.Although a pure
EDLP strategyimplies low everyday prices with no temporary price promotion activity, IRI found that "true"EDLP
rarely exists. Instead, it takes on many forms: chainwide,
storewide, and categorywide. Because there are many hy-

brids, EDLP is best seen as a continuum.IRI comparedthe
extremes: the 12% most EDLP-like stores versus the 20%
most promotion-oriented(Hi-Lo) operators in their geographically diverse 3000-store sample. Representative
EDLP operators included Cub, Food Lion, Lucky, Omni,
and Winn-Dixie. Hi-Lo operators included A&P, Dominick's, Jewel, Safeway, and Von's. Among many other
findings, three interesting facts surfaced about EDLP in
practice:
1. EDLP store prices are on average9% below Hi-Lo
stores.EDLPstorepriceswere11%belowon aneverybasis.
daybasisand6%belowon a promotion
2. EDLPstoressell just as muchmerchandise
on dealas
Hi-Looperators.26%of overallstorevolumeis sold
with some form of merchandising
supportin EDLP
stores,whereas24%of volumeis sold withmerchandisingsupportin Hi-Lostores.
3. Percentageprice reductionsare less deep in EDLP
stores.Discountsoff everydaypricesoffergreatersavin Hi-Lostores,about33%more.
ings(percentagewise)
In our experience, these facts do not always match up
with the stylized "no-promotion EDLP" prototype that
many industryobserversmaintain,a prototypethat is much
more consistent with warehouseclubs thanwith EDLP food
retailers.Game theoreticanalyses (Lal and Rao 1993; Lattin
and Ortmeyer1991) also have assumed that an EDLP strategy is characterizedby constantprices (no temporaryprice
deals) that are in between the Hi-Lo operator'sregularand
deal prices. This "pure"EDLP strategyis an interestingconcept in theory but apparentlyis not pursuedwidely in practice. Even Food Lion, an acknowledged EDLP limited assortmentchain with over 1000 outlets, offers hundredsof
temporaryprice reductionseach week. We designed our empirical implementationof EDLP to match the three characteristics listed previously: lower everyday prices, the same
level of promotionalactivity as the Hi-Lo stores, and smaller price discounts off regularprice on a percentagebasis.
One importantlimitation to our studies is that we did not
widely advertisethe existence of lower everydayprices.

How Well Does EDLPWork?
For EDLP to increase volume substantially,a prerequisite
for success given lower gross margins,the strategymust create a low-priceimage in the mind of the consumer.A change
in price image is requiredto induce at least some consumers
to switch stores. We partition the determinantsof price
image into threecomponents:a pure price effect, a pure advertising effect, and an interaction of actual prices and
image advertising(cf. Hoch and Deighton 1989). It is easy
to imagine that a reduction in prices without advertising
supportmight not be enough to change price image, at least
in the short run. Moreover,any positive benefits from price
advertising not backed up by lower actual prices would
seem to be difficult to sustainin the long run.As such, lower
everydayprices may be a necessarybut not sufficientcondition for EDLP success.
So how well does EDLP work?The answerto this question is thatit depends.Sears Roebuckcould not makeEDLP
work, possibly because it did not convince the American
EDLP,Hi-Lo,and Margin/17

TABLE 1
Detailed Results From the Everyday Pricing Experiments
Study 1
Product
Category
Analgesics
Bathtissue
Beer
Canned seafood
Canned soup
Cereal-hot
Cereal-RTE
Cheese
Cigarettes
Crackers-snack
Dish detergent
Front-endcandy
Frozenentrees
Frozenjuice
Laundrysoap
Oralcare
Papertowels
Refrigeratedjuice
Soft drinks

Category-Level
Price Change :b
10
6
6
6
14
10
10
8
10
10
6
13
11
10
6
7
6
8
24

Averages

10%

Percentage Change From Control Stores
Hi-Lo Stores
EDLPStores
Units
Profit
Units
Profit
+1
+20
+5
-55
+1
+11
-1
-11
+10
+1
-7a
-9
-5
-3
-6a
-11
-3
+70
na
na
-2
+30
+5
-35
-1
+19
+2
-29
-1
+2
+3
-11
+3
+9
+3
-1
-5
+17
-1
-28
-3
+9
+2
-20
-3
+16
+1
-11
+1
-8a
+10
-11
+11
-3a
+4
-18
-3a
+18
+4
-17
-3
+13
+3
-14
+1
-7a
0
-10
0
+11
+3
-6
naa
na
+10
-22
-3%

+15%

+3%

-18%

na = not applicable
aunitdifferencesbetween the three pricingconditionsstatisticallysignificantp < .10.
bpriceswere increased in Hi-LoStores and decreased in EDLPstores.

public of its commitment to the pricing strategy after so
many years of aggressive weekly promotionalactivity.WalMart and some of the warehouseclubs, however, follow an
EDLP approachand are successful. Their prices are generally lower than local competition and they are admiredfor
their efficient logistic and operating systems. There are
many factors that influence the success of any retail strategy. So we ask a different,more specific questionhere-how
viable is it for an established grocery retailer with a substantial installed base of customers to move to an EDLP
pricing strategy?Because we could not experimentallymanipulateprice image advertising(all stores are located in the
same media market),we focus solely on the pure price effect, which will tell us how large the advertisingcomponent
must be for EDLP to be a profitablestrategy.
As part of a multiyear project focusing on data-driven
micro-marketing,we conducted two large-scale studies to
compare the performanceof EDLP with Hi-Lo pricing.The
Micro-Marketingprojectis a joint venturebetween the University of Chicago Graduate School of Business, Dominick's Finer Foods (which has a 20% shareof metropolitan Chicago grocery sales), and 20 leading packagedgoods
companies. The project mission is to utilize marketinginformation technology to improve decision making at retail
and better lever existing promotionalexpenditures.Micromarketingseeks to identify the wants and needs of the local
marketplaceand then customize strategiesat the store level
to exploit tradingarea differencesin consumersand competition. One of the objectives was to evaluate the viability of
everydaypricing on the basis of micro-marketdifferencesin
18 / Journalof Marketing,October1994

price elasticities (Hoch et al. 1995). In addition,a varietyof
promotionalexperimentswas conducted.
In two separateseries of tests we evaluatedthe performance of EDLP versus Hi-Lo categorypricing.The relevant
details follow.
Study 1
Testproduct categories. We used 19 productcategories,
accounting for about 25% of store sales, for the tests. The
categories were diverse (see Table 1); there were high-volume, high-velocity categories (e.g., soft drinks) as well as
slower movers (e.g., hot cereal). Some categoriesofferedthe
retailerhigh gross profitmargins(cigarettes)and others low
margins(canned soup). In some categories, consumerscan
modulatetheir rate of consumption(refrigeratedjuice) and
in others,consumptionrateis fixed (bathtissue). Finally,the
main retail competitor varied by category, from supermarkets (cheese) to drug stores (analgesics) to mass merchant
discounters(detergents).Everydayprices were changed on
over 5000 stock keeping units (SKUs). The participatingretailerconductscomprehensivecompetitiveprice auditseach
week, so we were able to monitor the everyday prices of
other retailersin the marketas well. Retail competitorsdid
not respond with correspondingprice changes during the
test period. Lack of competitivereaction was not unexpected because competitors would have had to execute price
changes on a store-by-storebasis.
Everydaypricing conditions. All 86 stores in the Dominick's chain were involved in the test. Stores were assigned randomly to three pricing conditions on a category

by category basis. In control stores, all everyday, nonpromotional prices were kept at preexisting levels. Price increases and decreases were symmetricaroundexisting control store levels. In EDLP stores, prices of each brand in a
productcategory were decreasedby a constantfactor,ranging from 6% in bath tissue to 24% in soft drinks. On average, EDLP store prices were decreasedby 10%across all 19
categories. In Hi-Lo stores, prices of each brandin a category were increased by the same factor, on average a 10%
increase across all the categories. These category-level increases and decreases maintainedthe relativeprice levels of
brands within a category, so substitutionpatternsbetween
brandswere not likely to change duringthe test. Because the
competition did not react to these price changes, this meant
thatHi-Lo stores offered prices significantlyabove the competition, resultingin adverseprice comparisons.Contemporaneously,EDLP stores benefited from more favorableprice
comparisons.
Although everyday prices for individual product categories varied from store to store, the price of a complete
market-basketof goods across all 19 categories remained
unchanged for each store during the test period. This is because for any particularstore, prices were raised in some
categories and lowered in others. Our rationalefor this design was to ensure that we could obtain a pure read on the
effect of everydayprices for each category without possible
contaminationdue to the prices of other categories. At the
point in time the study was conducted, retailersand manufacturerswere very interestedin betterunderstandingthe viability of EDLP on a category-by-categorybasis. Clearly,it
is important to understandstorewide price effects, a phenomenon that we investigatein Study 2 with anotherseries
of experiments,but we believe that the currentdesign was a
necessary first step to understandingeverydaypricing.
Pricing test duration.The tests ranfor a minimumof 16
weeks. We settled on this test length to balanceout two competing concerns. First, 16 weeks provided sufficient opportunity to learn about prices through multiple (at least two)
category purchases even in the less frequently purchased
health and beauty aid categories. Second, because a majority of consumers cross-shop multiple retailers, they at least
had the opportunityto learnof price differences.At the same
time, 16 weeks is short enough so that lack of experimental
control does not become a problem. We had access to 170
weeks of historical data. As a sales baseline, we computed
average weekly sales and profits for each store for the 26
weeks immediately preceding the initiationof the test period. In categories with large seasonal effects (e.g,. canned
soup), we utilized the same 16-week time period in the prior
year.
Temporarypromotionalactivity.Promotionsoccurredas
they would in the normal course of business. About onethird of unit volume was sold with some form of promotional support:temporaryshelf price reductions,featureadvertising, and/or in-store display. The average price reduction across categories was about 15% below control store
prices. This level of promotionintensitywas consistent with
the retailer'spreexistingpolicy in the test categories.

Promotional prices were equivalent across everyday
price conditions. That is, when an item went on deal, prices
in all stores droppeddown to the same price point. This policy resulted in a greater percentage of savings in Hi-Lo
stores compared with EDLP stores. For example, assume
that the everyday price was $1.99 in control stores, compared with $2.19 in Hi-Lo and $1.79 in EDLP stores. If the
item went on deal for $1.49, this results in a 25% savings in
control stores versus 32% and 17% savings in Hi-Lo and
EDLP stores, respectively.
Although average everyday shelf prices were increased
or decreased 10%duringour tests, the fact that one-thirdof
volume was sold at a constantdollar deal depth in all stores
meant that effective out-the-doorprices differed from control prices by only 7% up or down.2
Test implementation.Everyday and promotional price
changes were made using existing scanner technology,
along with shelf tags. This ensured a high-quality implementationof the pricing tests.
Does our study constitutea reasonabletest of the effectiveness of EDLP versus Hi-Lo pricing at retail?There are
several similaritiesbetween our operationalizationof EDLP
versus Hi-Lo and the IRI study previously mentioned.First,
everyday prices are 20% lower in our EDLP stores comparedwith 11%in IRI's sample of stores. Second, the extent
of promotional activity was equivalent in the Hi-Lo and
EDLP stores in both our study and IRI's sample.And finally, because promotionalprices in all stores in the chain went
down to the same price point, deal depthin Hi-Lo stores was
significantly greater than in EDLP stores on a percentage
basis. This last point also mimics IRI's findings on deal
depth.
The main difference between our study and EDLP in
practice is that we institutedEDLP on a category-by-category basis. This precluded any additive effects of lower
prices that might accumulateacross categories, and it prevented broad-scale advertising of EDLP to the public.3
These differences could be importantbecause though consumers may not be very awareof individualproductprices,
they may be more likely to notice changes in their overall
grocery bills. It is also the case that these findings occurred
in the Chicago market,where 60% of the marketis drivenby
Hi-Lo operators,thoughthereare severalwell-knownEDLP
supermarketchains in the area (Cub Foods, Omni) along
with KMart,Target,Wal-Mart,and severalwarehouseclubs.
It is importantto keep these similarities and differences in
mind when interpretingthe results.This first study therefore
2Thecalculationworks as follows. Assume that one-thirdis sold on deal
and two-thirdsat regularprices. Considerthe differencebetween EDLP and
controlstore averageprices of a productsold in controlstores every day for
$1.00. With an average 15%promotionalprice reductionoff control prices
and a 10% everyday price cut in the EDLP stores, the average price is a
simple weighted averageof deal and everydayprices. That is,
EDLP averageprice = (1/3 * $.85 + 2/3 * $.90) = .883 = .93.
Controlaverageprice
(1/3 * $.85 + 2/3 * $1.00)
.950
3It should be pointed out, however, that in-store signage (e.g., "Check
Out Our Everyday Low Prices on 6-Packs") was utilized in several categories with no appreciabledifferencesin the results.
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is viewed best as a test of the viability of category-level
EDLP.

FIGURE 1
Results
Experiment
Pricing

Results
For each store, we calculatedperformancemeasuresfor unit
volume, dollar sales, and dollar profit. Percentage changes
in weekly store performance were calculated as follows:
(average test performance - average historical performance)/(averagehistorical performance).All findings were
indexed to the control stores, which are set to a base of 100
and then subjectedto an analysis of variance(Figure 1).
Changes in unit volume. Across-the-board everyday
prices were increased 10% in Hi-Lo stores and decreased
10%in EDLP stores comparedwith control stores. Ten percent higher Hi-Lo everyday prices led to a 3% decrease in
unit volume on average.Ten percentlower EDLP prices led
to a 3% increase in unit volume. This patternof results was
very consistent across categories and also held up over the
entire test period (i.e., there was no suggestion of learning).
Table 1 presentsmore detailedresults for individualproduct
categories. It shows percentage changes in unit sales and
dollar profit for the Hi-Lo and EDLP stores comparedwith
the control stores that again were indexed to 100. Changes
in everydayprice producedstatisticallysignificant(p < .10)
changes in unit sales for 7 of the 19 categories.A test combining F-tests (Rosenthal 1991) across all 19 categories indicated that the ? 3% change in unit sales was statistically
significant (p < .001). A more importantissue, however, is
the economic significance of these changes in unit sales.
Consumers showed little sensitivity to categorywide
changes in everyday prices, an average elasticity of about
-.4 (3% A units/ 7% A net prices).4There are severalpossible reasons for this, some of which we addresssubsequently. We do not believe, however,that the length of the test is
a likely candidate.Although 16 weeks is not long term, it
also is not short term.And in fact, in most of the categories
the test prices remainedin effect much longer.We found that
the results remained unchanged over periods of more than
40 weeks and in no case did we observe a shift in the basic
pattern.It is possible that store switching might take more
time to emerge, but afterthree-quartersof a year, one would
expect to detect largereffects on sales if store switching is a
majorfactor.
Changes in dollar profits. The gross profit results are
from the retailer's perspective and are computed using the
retailer's marginalcosts based on an average cost accounting system. We found that 10%higher Hi-Lo prices led to a
15%increasein profitability,on average.On the otherhand,
10% lower EDLP prices led to an 18% decrease in profits.
Profit results were statistically significant in all 19
categories.
These results are dramaticand ex ante surprising.Consumer demandappearsremarkablyinsensitive to changes in
everyday prices: 10%changes in everydayprice resultedin
3% changes in unit sales. It is possible, however, that the
price changes were not large enough to be noticed by most
4Using historicaldata from the same retailerand many of the same categories, Hoch and colleagues (1994) estimatedan averagecategoryconstant
elasticity of-1.06.
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consumers,especially in light of all the week-to-week promotionalactivity.Researchhas shown that many consumers
do not possess accurate price knowledge (Dickson and
Sawyer 1990). At the same time, however, the 20% price
differencebetween Hi-Lo and EDLP stores is not trivial, at
least in the eyes of the manufacturersand retailerwho participatedin the study and in light of the 9% differencefound
in the IRI study. Moreover,such price changes had a huge
impact on profitability.We also found that consumers respondedidenticallyto price increases and decreases.On the
basis of prior research on reference prices (e.g., Thaler
1985) and our assessment of prevailing retailer intuitions,
we expectedthatconsumersmight reactmore stronglywhen
faced with price increases (viewed as an out-of-pocketloss)
comparedwith price decreases (viewed as a potentialgain).
We found no evidence of asymmetricresponse to increasing
and decreasingeverydayprices.
The bottom line is that EDLP did not drive volume sufficiently to compensatefor lower profit margins.As shown
in Table 1, EDLP led to decreasedprofitabilityin every category (18 out of 18), and a Hi-Lo pricing strategyled to increased profits in 17 out of 18 categories.There are several
instances in which differences in profitabilitybetween HiLo and EDLP are remarkablylarge, including analgesics
(75%), canned soup (70%), and hot cereal (65%). In the
cases of analgesics and hot cereal, the large differences in
performanceappear to be mainly caused by very low demand elasticities with respect to everydayprice. In the case
of canned soup, in which we only raised prices, the large
profiteffect also was drivenby the fact thatthe categoryhad
been priced as a loss leader (meaning low retailer profit
margins)priorto the test.

however,that the strongesttest would involve price changes
on more productsand consumeradvertisingof the store policy, both featuresof a real-worldEDLP programthatare not
achievablein a controlledtest.

FIGURE 2
Pricing Experiment Results
Study 2

Pricing test duration.Because of the large numberof everydayprice changes thatthe retailerhad to execute, rollouts
were staggered over a one-month period. For analysis purposes, we used a 16-week period after price changes had
been made in all 26 categories.To control for store size and
other idiosyncratic factors, we utilized the same 26-week
sales baselines as in Study 1. Temporarypromotionalactivity was similarto that duringthe first study,with about 30%
of volume sold on deal and an average price reduction of
15%.

ChangeIndex
(Post-Pre)120

EDLP

Control

Hi-Lo

EverydayPriceLevel
* UnitVolume
M DollarProfit

Study 2
We conducted a second everyday pricing study approximately eight months later.We had two objectives:We wanted to replicate our initial study to ensure that our findings
were robust; but more importantly,we wanted to address
one of the limitations of the first study. With our categoryby-category randomizationprocedure,the average price of
any individual store's total marketbasket of goods did not
differ between the pre- and post-test periods. As such, we
may have limited the size of the pure price effect on overall
price image, which in turn might influence store switching
behavior.
Testproduct categories. The pricing tests were conducted in 26 productcategoriesaccountingfor aboutone-thirdof
store sales. Additional categories were added to those involved in the initial study.We addedseverallarge health and
beauty aid categories (e.g., hair care and grooming products). Everyday prices were changed on over 7500 items.
And as in the first phase, we observed no everydayprice response by retail competitors.
Everydaypricing conditions.As in the first study, all 86
stores in the Dominick's chain were involved in the test. The
majorproceduraldifferencein Study 2 was thatwe randomly assigned each store to the same everyday pricing condition consistently across categories. Of the participating
stores, 29 adopted EDLP pricing in all 26 categories, 29
control stores maintained existing retail pricing, and 28
stores adopted Hi-Lo pricing. The average price change
across all categories was about 9%. Because the 26 categories representone-third of store volume, this means that
storewide prices were on average 3% lower in EDLP stores
and 3% higher in Hi-Lo stores during the test. Clearly,this
study constitutesa strongerexperimentalimplementationof
changes in store-level everydayprices. We do acknowledge,

Results. For each store, we calculatedperformancemeasures for unit volume, dollar sales, and dollar profit in a
mannersimilar to the first study.All findings were then indexed to the control stores, which are set to a base of 100.
As can be seen in Figure 2, the bar chart appearsvirtually
identicalto the Figure 1 results for Study 1. A 9% change in
everydayprices produceda 3% increase in unit sales in the
EDLP stores comparedwith a 2% decrease in unit sales in
Hi-Lo stores. Changes in unit volume were statisticallydifferent (p < .10) in 9 out of 26 categories.Because consumer
demand was insensitive to the price changes, profits decreased by 18% with EDLP pricing, and they increasedby
17% with Hi-Lo pricing. Significant differences in profits
were observed in all 26 categories.
Summary of the Experiments
In both studies, changes in everydayprices had a small impact on sales volume. In contrast,these price changes produced substantialdifferences in category profitability.The
difference in category profits between EDLP and Hi-Lo
pricing were over 32% in Study 1 and over 35% in Study 2.
These are not small differences. In Study 2, we went back
and examined the effect of these pricing changes on two
other store-level performanceindicators: customer count,
that is, the average numberof customers visiting the store
each week, and dollar sales of all remaining nontest categories. We found no significant differencesbetween the everyday pricing conditions, and if anything Hi-Lo stores
showed slightly more positive changes in customer count
duringthe test period. Moreover,dollar sales of nontest categories were within .5% of each other, suggesting no
spilloverfrom the test categories,eitherpositive or negative.
We do not imply that a store's overall price level is not
relatedto the store choice decision in the long run.If we had
maintainedtest prices for one to two years, it seems likely
that price eventually would have a more noticeable impact
on volume and store traffic.As an example, a retailerwho
raises prices across the board (our Hi-Lo condition) opens
up the possibility that a competitormight begin to advertise
the price disparitiesthatexist. The more importantquestion,
however, is how large the magnitude of the price-store
choice relationshipmust be to justify an across-the-board
cut in everydayretail prices.
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What Does ItTake to Make
EDLPWork?
To our knowledge, our two studies providethe first and only
comparisonof EDLP versus Hi-Lo everyday pricing utilizing tightly controlled experimental procedures. And although our design ensures high internalvalidity, an important question is how far (if at all) we should generalize our
results. We already have mentioned the limitations of our
study. In Study 1, we changed prices on a categorywide,not
storewide, basis, though we remedied this limitation in
Study 2 by changing one-thirdof the store's prices and observed identical results. We also could not advertise the
EDLP price decreases to the public because of a noncontained media market,so the potential for chain-level price
image effects (leading to store switching) clearly is limited.
Moreover,the structureof competition in the Chicago market makes it problematicto projectto othermarketswith different competitive structures.
We do feel reasonablyconfident that our results are relevant to the decision about whether to pursue EDLP on a
category-by-categorybasis because that is exactly what our
two studies investigated.Assuming that the retailer'sgoal is
increased profitability,it is a bad idea for a full-service supermarketto try to compete with more efficient lower-cost
alternativeformatsby lowering their everydayprices on selected high-volume categories like detergent, soft drinks,
and diapers. Lower prices on selected categories do not
bring new consumers into the store (who in turn might buy
other regularlypriced merchandise)at a fast enough rate to
compensatefor the lower profit margins.5
We take a different approach,however, to evaluate the
generalizability of our findings for store- and chain-level
implementationsof EDLP. We pose the following thought
experiment: Imagine the best possible implementationof
EDLP-a great chainwide advertising campaign, a longer
time horizon for a new price image to form, and a conducive
competitive environment. How much do you believe that
sales would increase in this instance?Although we do not
know with certainty, it is our belief that sales increases
would be substantiallygreaterunder these conditions. The
more importantquestion,however,is whetherthese sales increases would be large enough to maintain or build dollar
profits for the retailer.In other words, what kind of volume
increases are needed to make EDLP work?
Margin Arithmetic
Understandingthe economics of EDLP requiressome very
simple margin arithmeticto answer the question, "Given a
particularchange in everyday prices, what is the attendant
change in volume necessary to maintainprofits at the same
level as before the price change?"The answer depends on
two factors:(1) the retailer'soriginalgross profitmarginand
5It is possible that category-level EDLP might work if backed by a successful advertisingcampaign.We would argue, however, that it is difficult
to establish and maintain a consistent price image for the chain if the retailer is sending mixed advertisingmessages. An exception might occur for
"stand-alone"departmentsthat are clearly separable from the rest of the
store. For example, some stores appearto pursuesuccessfully some form of
EDLP only on prescriptiondrugs for loss leader purposes.
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FIGURE3
Break-Even Volume Change Analysis for an EDLP
or Hi-Lo Pricing Strategy
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(2) the level of everydayprice change. The calculationis as
follows:
BreakevenChange in Volume =

(1)

-4
7r +

where
IT= originalgrossprofitmargin(percentage)
and

8 = netchangein everydayprices(percentage).
(See AppendixA for derivationdetails). The top half of Figure 3 illustrates the needed marketresponse for an EDLP
strategyto "work"given the 7% decrease in net prices we
observedin our study.The bottom half of Figure 3 provides
the same marketresponse informationfor the case of a 7%
net Hi-Lo price increase.
Marginsin the typical supermarketaveragearound25%
(SupermarketBusiness 1993). Given an original margin of
25%, Figure 3 shows that unit sales would have to increase
over 39% to make the same dollar profit after a 7% net reductionin everydayprices. Stores experienceda 2%-3% increase in our tests, an orderof magnitudelower than necessary to break even profitwise. At higher margins, sales increases do not have to be so great. For example, if margins
startat 40%, sales volume must increase 21%; and at 50%,
sales volume must increase 16%. With the exception of a
few generalmerchandiselines of business, thereare few categories offering such high margins.At lower margins,sales

volume must respond even more dramaticallyto decreases
in everydayprices. For example, at 15%gross margins,typical for the high-velocity ready-to-eatbreakfastcereal category and other categories viewed as loss leaders, a retailer
would need to generate a volume increase of over 87% to
breakeven with EDLP.Most retailexperts find it difficult to
imagine such large sales increases no matter how well
EDLP is implemented.
Figure3 also illustratesthe break-evendecreasesin sales
volume for a Hi-Lo everyday price increase. It shows that
consumerdemandwould have to be much more price sensitive than was the case in our studies for a Hi-Lo price increase to reduce dollar profits. With an original gross margin of 25%, unit sales must decrease 22%, more than six
times the amount in our study.At a 15% margin,unit sales
would have to drop over 32% before the retailerbegins to
forgo dollar profits. Such massive store defections are possible but they seem quite unlikely, at least in the shortto intermediateterm.
We have found that retailers and manufacturershave
asymmetric attitudes about raising and lowering prices.
They express more concern about the deleterious market
share effects that might accompany a price increase than
they do about the potential negative implications of lower
percentgross margins.In other words, retailersact as if they
would rather set prices below the monopoly price than
above it (Simester 1994). A naturalquestion to ask is why
retailers would choose to operate in the inelastic region of
the demand curve. We have no definitive answer but can
offer a few possibilities. First is lack of knowledge. Without
systematic price experimentationand expertise in analyzing
large scannerdatabases,retailersmay not know exactly how
price sensitive consumersreally are. Moreover,with the vigilant price matchingby competitorsthat characterizesmost
local markets,there are few opportunitiesto observe longterm store switching that does or does not take place. Second, retailersmay focus more on increasingmarketsharein
the short run because of a belief (true or false) that higher
market share will lead to greater profits in the long term.
This story makes sense if store switching costs are fairly
high because (1) it will be extremely expensive to attract
back a customerwho has defected and (2) the returnson investments in market share will accrue to the retailer for
years in the future.

How and When Should EDLP
Be Employed?
We do not argue that EDLP is not a viable retail strategy.
Clearlyit can be, as is evidenced by the success of Wal-Mart
and others. We do believe, however, that it is importantto
understandwhen and how to use EDLP.Ourpricing studies
show that using EDLP on a category-by-categorybasis to
stave off alternativeformatcompetitiondoes not work well.
If a retaileris going to make EDLP work, it probablyhas to
be on a chainwide basis so as to benefit from overall store
price image. Because the price alone does not drive volume,
our results isolate how large the advertisingcomponent of
EDLP must be for the retailerto gain profits-in the case at
hand, a 36% increase. In executing any pricing strategy,

firms must consider the likely impact on two customer sectors: their installed base of currentusers and nonuserswho
representpotentialopportunityfor growth.
Installed Base Versus Opportunity
For a retailer,the installed base consists of consumers already shopping at one of their locations, a particularstorei,
either as a primaryshoppingoutlet where they buy a majority of theirgroceriesor as a secondarysource of supply.The
installedbase shops a particularstorebecause of a multitude
of factors. Consumersurveys of retail patronagerepeatedly
have found that location/convenienceis the most important
factor, followed in order of mention by low prices, assortment, courteous service, good-quality merchandise, and
fresh meat (Arnold, Oum, and Tigert 1983). These results
show remarkablestability across time despite changes in
economic conditions, suggesting that the strategic value of
price should be evaluatedas one partof a largerportfolio of
attributes.
The main opportunityfor a retailercomes frompotential
consumerswho currentlyshop at a competitivechain storej
but could shop at storei given the appropriateretail mix of
price and other attributes.If EDLP functions as an effective
economic signal, certainconsumersmay shift shoppingoutlets. The profit potential of EDLP depends in large part,
however, on the ratio of installed base to new opportunity.
The greaterthe installedbase, the more difficult it will be to
make EDLP pay out. Why? Because EDLP requiresforgoing significantprofitdollarsfromthe installedbase in search
of new opportunity.In our pricing experiments described
previously, we saw that an across-the-board10% EDLP
price reduction(7% net) requireda 39% increasein unit volume to maintaincurrentlevels of dollar profits. One way to
do this is to get the installed base to increase its consumption rateby more thanone-third.This may be possible in expandable categories like snack foods but is not likely for
most grocery categories.Anotherway to think about this is
that EDLP would need to bring in new business at a rate of
approximatelyone new customer for every three members
of the installed base. If the installed base is small, which
would be the case for a small firm or a firm entering a new
market,this may be more easily accomplished.
Using price discounting (everyday and promotional)to
attractcustomers is cheaper when a retailer has few loyal
customers(Simester 1994). But if the Hi-Lo retaileralready
has substantialmarketshare, sufficient opportunitywill be
much more difficult to generate no matter how effectively
EDLP is communicated.Repositioning is always risky and
expensive, and using price as the currencyfor repositioning
may be even more difficult because of the direct and immediate impact on margins.Apparently,not enough consumers
considerlow price an importantenough attributeby itself to
compensatefor all the otherattributesthatbring them into a
particularretail location.
So far, we have focused solely on the revenue side in
evaluating the viability of the everyday price changes accompanying a move to EDLP or Hi-Lo. Many retail observersand proponentsof EDLP arguethat there are important cost savings associated with moving away from a promotion-orientedmerchandisingstrategyto EDLP.We conEDLP,Hi-Lo,and Margin/23

cur that retailerspursuingless promotion-intensestrategies
will incurlower costs because of warehouseand in-store efficiencies. It is important,however, to distinguish between
the impact of EDLP on two aspects of retail operations:the
"backdoor"and the "frontdoor."Recent industrydiscussion
of EDLP presentsa confusing picture.

Back Door Operations
Back door operations involve a logistical partnershipbetween manufacturerand retailer.The main goals here are (1)
smoothingof the manufacturer'sproductionprocess and (2)
reductions in inventory,warehouse, and handling costs for
both the manufacturerand the retailer.Policies thatimprove
the efficiency of the manufacturer-retailer
relationshipseem
to be a worthwhile investment.Recent industrywideinitiatives such as efficient consumerresponse (ECR), which promotes greaterreliance on electronic data interchange(EDI)
and scanner-drivencontinuous replenishment,will help to
take costs out of the channel.6Manufacturersand retailers
thatare not capableof institutingthese logistical efficiencies
will lose an importantcompetitiveadvantagein the years to
come because largeplayerslike Wal-Mart,KMart,and Procter & Gamble already have made major investmentsin informationtechnology.
One food industrypractice making it difficult to implement ECR is tradedealing. In the last decade, tradepromotion has grown from about 33% of the total promotionbudget to 45% in 1992, mainly at the expense of media advertising (Donnelley Marketing 1993). Buzzell, Quelch, and
Salmon (1990) conducteda highly influentialstudy of packaged goods retailing,in which they arguethat the very high
level of tradedealing between manufacturers,retailers,and
wholesalers was adding substantialcosts to the distribution
system without providingtangiblebenefits. They calculated
that trade dealing increased costs by 1.15%-2.0% of retail
sales, excluding added administrative costs. Buzzell,
Quelch, and Salmon maintainthat these costs are eventually passed on to consumersin the form of higherretailprices.
Most of these costs are incurredfrom forward buying
and diverting activities by large retailers and wholesalers.
Armed with sophisticated buying models, retailers and
wholesalers are able to arbitragethe wide fluctuations in
wholesale prices that accompany periodic trade dealing,
often buying anywhere from 10 to 20 times the inventory
that normallycould be sold. Not only does such heavy forward buying result in productiondiscontinuitiesfor manufacturers,especially during nationwide promotions, it also
increases inventoryholding costs for all parties. Moreover,
it affords opportunitiesfor retailersto offer very aggressive
price deals to consumers (e.g., 50% off) in an effort to get
rid of excess inventory quickly. Some manufacturers,notably P&G, believe that such steep discounting at retail can
harmbrandequity and decrease loyalty.Although it is difficult to imagine how aggressive sales promotion could increase loyalty, there is no definitive empiricalevidence that
6ECRis an ambitiouscooperativeeffort by the food industry(Food Marketing Institute) to improve, among other things, coordination between
manufacturersand retailers in an effort to reduce costs and increase
efficiency.
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promotion decreases loyalty; in fact, the most recent evidence suggests that promotioninduces brandswitching but
has little effect on loyalty (Davis, Inman, and McAlister
1992; Ehrenberg1988; Neslin and Shoemaker 1989).
Buzzell, Quelch, and Salmon (1990, p. 147) advocate a
manufacturerto retailerpricing policy called "everydaylow
purchaseprice,"(EDLPP),in which the "retailerarrangesto
buy productfrom the manufactureron an as-neededbasis at
a weighted average price reflecting both the proportionof
merchandise bought on a deal basis and the proportion
bought at the regularprice."This EDLPP policy is remarkably similarto P&G's current"ValuePricing"strategyto the
retail trade.Although the jury is still out as to the value of
this policy, it is easy to enumeratethe benefits thatmight accrue to manufacturersand retailersby smoothing out back
door prices. Manufacturerscan limit massive forwardbuying, which in turnthwartsdivertingand reduces high inventory carrying costs for both parties. Manufacturershave
more control over their flow of goods and can utilize production facilities more efficiently. Moreover, value pricing
combined with "pay-for-performance" promotion programs-for example, tradediscountsbased on scannedunits
or categorydevelopmentfunds based on a percentageof annual sales volume-can produce higher pass-through of
wholesale cost decreasesto the ultimateconsumer.It probably is beneficial to manufacturersif retailersfocus on merchandisingand spend less time on tryingto play the forward
buying arbitragegame. However, retailers and wholesalers
who have been earninga substantialportionof their income
from arbitrageactuallymay be worse off. There is some evidence thatEDLPPmay increasethe effective cost of goods,
placing greaterpressure on profit margins that are already
very low (Orgel 1993).
Operatingcost arithmetic.Let us assume that the retailer wishes to be no worse off profitwise after the move to
EDLP. How much would operatingcosts, that is, all costs
over and above the cost of goods sold, have to decrease to
maintainpreexistingdollar profits?The answer depends on
four other factors:
Tr= theoriginalpercentgrossmargin,
costsasa percentage
of theoriginalprice,
3y= perunitoperating
8 = thenetpercentchangein everydayprices,and
( = thepercentchangein unitvolume.
The breakevenchange in operatingcosts is then
Costs= (rr+ ?) (1 + X) -ir.
(2) Breakeven
Changein Operating
Y

Assuming an initial gross margin rr= 25%, operating
costs as a percentageof the original price of y = 24% (i.e.,
a net profit marginbefore the price change equal to 1% of
sales), and a net price decrease 8 = -7%, Figure 4 plots the
needed change in operatingcosts as a function of different
changes in unit volume. (The derivationis in Appendix A.)
With a volume increase of 39%, no decrease in operating
costs is requiredfor an EDLP strategyto deliver breakeven
profits. This 39% increase in volume exactly matches the
situationlaid out in Figure 3. With lower volume increases,
however, costs must be reduced quite dramatically.For ex-
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FIGURE 4
Break-Even Cost Reduction Analysis for an
EDLP Pricing Strategy
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ample, with the 3% volume increase observed in our study,
EDLP would need to be accompaniedby a 27% decrease in
operatingcosts. With a 20% increase in volume, operating
costs need to be reduced by over 14%, not an insignificant
amount, especially given the fact that only about half of a
typical retailer'soperatingcosts are fixed and half variable.
A breakdownof the typical retailer'soperatingcosts reveals that some costs are compressible and some are not.
ECR and EDLP can reducewarehouse,shipping,and inventory holding costs, but these usually make up less than
3%-4% of total revenue(and 13%-17%of operatingcosts).
Laborcosts (salaryand benefits), on the otherhand, are less
compressible, at least in the short run. Wal-Martis considered a state-of-the-artretailerin terms of efficient logistics
and informationcapabilities, but its biggest cost advantage
is labor.It has a nonunionized,short tenurelabor force that
by industryestimates is about 50% less expensive per retail
dollar than their supermarketcompetitors (Mandel 1991).
Because laborexpenses make up more than 50% of a supermarket'soperatingcosts, it is difficult to imagine how front
door EDLP, even when coupled with EDLPP and ECR,
could reduce costs enough to make the operatingcost arithmetic pay out.
Front Door Merchandising
Our position is that value pricing at the back door does not
require EDLP pricing at the front door; that is, EDLPP ?
EDLP. And this is where confusion in the media and the
tradehas arisen.Most media accountsof P&G's new pricing
policy have referredto it as EDLP,not value pricing or even
EDLPP.As mentionedpreviously,however, the ratio of installed base to opportunitymay not warranta change in retailer strategy from Hi-Lo to EDLP. When a manufacturer
and retaileragree on an EDLPP wholesale pricing relationship, this does not imply that a retailer necessarily should
dropeverydayprices at the consumerlevel immediately.Although lower wholesale prices would give a retailerroom to
reduce everyday consumer prices while protecting gross
profit margins,our study suggests that it may not be in the
best interests of the retailerto pass through 100% of these
wholesale price cuts. In fact, they may be better off maintaining higher marginsand using wholesale cost savings to
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fund more aggressive promotional activity internally, in
essence a "hyper"version of Hi-Lo pricing.
This was the topic of inquiryin our thirdstudy.Here we
examined the performanceof stores that move to higher everydayprices and at the same time increasethe frequencyof
shallow price deals (compare the top and bottom halves of
Figure 5). The basic idea was to examine whether it was
possible to utilize greaterpromotionalactivity to reduce the
small market share/unit volume losses that accompanied
higher everydayprices and at the same time hold onto some
or all of the profit increases.
Study 3
During the everyday pricing experiments in Study 2, we
addedan additionalpromotionalpricing manipulationto the
basic EDLP, control, and Hi-Lo design. In half (n = 14) of
the Hi-Lo stores and half (n = 14) of the control stores, we
systematically increased the frequency of shallow price
deals as portrayedin the bottom half of Figure 5. We called
this pricing strategy "Hyper Hi-Lo." The other Hi-Lo and
control stores maintaineda regular(lower) level of temporary price promotion as shown in the top half of Figure 5.
Randomassignmentto the regularor HyperHi-Lo condition
was determinedseparatelyfor each category.
Each week the responsible category managerwould select one to five items to place on deal in additionto the large
EDLP,Hi-Lo,and Margin/25

numberof promotionstaking place across the entire chain.
The items were selected so as not to be too competitivewith
other chainwide promotionsin a category.These items then
were merchandizedas "Bonus Buys" (with appropriatesignage) along with approximately2000 other items that the
chain regularlypromotesweek in and week out. Each of the
individualHyper Hi-Lo items was price promoteddown to
regular EDLP price levels for one week. The price course
for an individualitem is shown in Figure 5. During the next
week, anotheritem(s) was promoted.These items received
standardbonus buy signage, which consisted of a simple
3.5-inch by 2.5-inch shelf tag, the lower half of which said
"BONUS BUY" in white letters on a red background.
Results. The basic experimentaldesign was a 2 (Hyper
Hi-Lo versusregularpromotionpricing)x 2 (everydaypricing condition [Hi-Lo and control]). EDLP stores were excluded from the analysis because they always had the low
price. To test the effectiveness of this pricing strategy,we
compared changes in total category unit volume and dollar
profits in the Hyper Hi-Lo stores with those in the regular
stores over a 16-week test period. The test was implemented in 18 categories.The results appearin Table2, collapsing
across the control and Hi-Lo everyday pricing conditions.
Overall, Hyper Hi-Lo pricing increased unit volume by
3.2%. The magnitudeof the increasewas not largebut it was
consistent, occurringin all 18 categorieswith p < .10 in 7 of
18 individual categories. Combining across the 18 categories, this increase in volume is statistically significant
(p < .001) and, more importantly,economically significant.
To put this result in properperspective,we should note that
this Hyper Hi-Lo sales increase was larger than the corresponding 2.1% sales decrease that accompanieda move to
Hi-Lo everydaypricing. HyperHi-Lo pricingalso produced
a 4.1% increase in dollar profits (p < .001). The effect of
Hyper Hi-Lo pricing did not depend on (i.e., interactwith)
the everyday pricing condition in which it was implemented, which is a bit surprisingbecause the percentage deal
depth in Hi-Lo stores was twice as big as in the control
stores.
These are importantresults because they suggest that it
is possible for a retailerto retainthe increasedprofitsaccruing to higher everydayprices and at the same time maintain
unit sales levels and marketshareby systematicallyincreasing the frequency of shallow price discounts. We do not
argue that such a pricing strategyis the best alternativefor
all retailersbut simply thatit is a viable option dependingon
marketposition.
Summary.In our view, front door strategies should be
designed primarilyto improvein-store interactionswith the
consumer. This may involve attempts to increase novelty
and excitement throughcreative weekly promotionalactivity. In a typical supermarket,20%-25% of the business is
driven by fresh meat and produce. The seasonal nature of
these two commodity groups producesa highly variableretail environment,a conditionthatwill remainso for the foreseeable future despite rapid advances in biotechnology.
Front door merchandisingand pricing in a Hi-Lo market
does not necessarily sabotagethe value of a net pricingback
door policy. True, it is a more difficult problemto solve be26 / Journalof Marketing,October1994

TABLE 2
Detailed Results from the Hyper Hi-Lo
Experiments
Peitent Change
HyperHi-Lo Compared
WithRegularPricing
Product
Category-Level
Units
Profit
Price
Category
Change?
10
+3.8
+6.6a
Analgesics
+7.1a
+9.3a
Bathtissue
8
+4.2a
+3.9
10
Canned seafood
.4
+2.5
7
Canned soup
10
+4.6a
+.9
Cereal-hot
+2.7
7
+5.8a
Cereal-RTE
+1.1
10
+1.6
Cheese
+8.1a
+2.9
10
Cookies
+5.4a
+4.3a
10
Crackers-snack
7
+2.7
+4.9
Dish detergent
+.9
+2.3
10
Fabricsoftener
+4.4a
+5.1a
13
Front-endcandy
-.1
+.6
10
FrozenEntrees
FrozenJuice
10
+2.0
+5.9a
10
+4.3a
+5.8a
Laundrysoap
7
+.4
+5.0a
Oralcare
+4.1
10
+3.2
Papertowels
+1.0
+1.3
e
10
RefrigeratedjuicE
+4.1%
9.4%
+3.2%
Averages
betweenthethreepricingconditions
aunitdifferences
statistically
p < .10.
significant

cause the retailerand manufacturermust improvetheir ability to forecast a more volatile sales patternat retail. But the
promotionspikes at retail caused by consumerpurchaseaccelerationare much smaller(3 to 5 times regularsales on average) thanthose inducedby tradeforwardbuying (10 to 20
times average sales) (Blattbergand Neslin 1990). A single,
uniform solution of back and front door EDLP may not be
in the best interestsof either manufactureror retailer.

Conclusion
Retail diversity is a reality. Although some retailers have
made EDLP work, other merchants like Von's Pavilion,
Fresh Fields, Smith's, and Gelson's have been successful in
moving upscale, providinghigh-quality,full-service, valueadded grocery environments.Manufacturersmust learn to
managea portfolioof retailformats,each with differentsegments of customers.We found that EDLP gave a small (3%
increase in units) win to manufacturers.At the same time,
EDLP representeda big loss for the retailer(18% decrease
in profits). Attempts to impose front door EDLP on all retailers is probablycounterproductivebecause eventuallythe
manufacturerwill have to pay for retailers'lost profits. Instead,manufacturerswould be betterserved focusing on improved back door solutions and let the retailertake care of
the frontdoor.Togetherthese two strategies-more targeted
micro-marketmerchandisingand promotions on the front
end combined with improvedlogistics on the back end-are
defensible competitive strategies. Price is not a defensible
point of differentiationfor a firm unless it already has the
appropriateoperatingcost structurein place. Majorairlines
like American apparentlyhave recognized this issue, because they abandoned the idea of imitating the low-cost,

low-service strategy that has been so successful for Southwest Airlines (O'Brien 1993). Retailers can be profitable
charging low prices, but only when they have low costs.
Price alone will not drive a business even duringtough economic times.

Appendix A
This appendixprovides derivationsof marginarithmeticand
operating cost arithmetic. Given a change in policy,
breakevenoccurs when net profitsare equal before and after
the policy change, that is,
(Al)

(p - c) q - fq = [p(l + 8)- c)q(l + 4)] - fq(l + A),

where p = price, c = cost of goods, f = per unit operating
costs, 8 = % change in price, <4= % change in unit volume,
and X = % change in operatingcosts. For present purposes
we assume thatall operatingcosts are fixed, thatis, no component of operating costs increases with increases in sales
volume. When some operating costs actually are variable,
our formulationsprovide conservativelower bounds on the
volume increases and cost decreases that are required to
make a move to EDLP pay out for the retailer.
If we divide both sides of EquationAl by pq and substitute tr= (p - c)/p = gross profitmarginand y = f/p = per unit
operatingcosts as a % of the originalprice, we are left with

(A2)

TT- y = (TT
+8)(1 + )) - -(1 + h).

Arithmetic Derivation
For the simple formulationshown in Equation1, we want to
calculatethe break-evenchange in volume, 4),assumingthat
the everydayprice change has no impacton operatingcosts,
that is, X = 0. Then EquationA2 reduces to
'T= (Ir+8)(l + 4)
or

(A3)

Operating Cost Arithmetic Derivation
Calculationof the break-evenchange in operatingcosts, X,
as shown in Equation2, comes by rearrangingthe terms in
EquationA2:
y(l + X)- y = (7r + 8)(1 + 4))-

r

or
(A4)

x = (r

+ 5)(l +4))-

rT.

Y
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